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Who We Are:

The BHPC was formed by a group of
people who wanted to race their fast
but funny looking bikes and trikes
more than once a year.
This is mostly what we do today, but
we also have a social side. And
individual members will organise
touring rides and other noncompetitive events, many on a local
basis. And as little is set in stone, new
ideas are always welcome.

Note: Below are the contents of
the printed magazine. You can
see pages from a few of the
articles in this sampler.
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This is a quick guide to make wheel covers for cycles with
rim brakes
For one wheel, you need:-

◊ 4mm glass fibre rod
◊ 2x brass ferrules
◊ ripstop nylon
◊ pieces of bicycle rim (ideally find
a wheel or whole bike in the
local river)
◊ piece of inner tube, or rubber
band (ex Royal Mail)

The following will be very
helpful/essential:◊ sewing machine
◊ hacksaw
◊ metal files
◊ vice
◊ hammer
◊ spoke tool

The principal of wheel covers
has been explained before by Dave
Larrington and is reproduced on
the internet, somewhere. My
version differs in one way – the
fixings to the wheel. Dave's version
describes use of white cable clips on
the spokes. On seeing the latest
Mike Burrows offering on a
J Griffiths' Micro (355 18" rims)
where he glued metal clips to the
rim I rummaged around for a
suitable piece of metal in my
workshop. A piece of rim caught
my eye.
Note: Make the clips first and fit
them in the wheel so you can then
make the hoops the exact diameter
to fit on the clips.

How to make your clips:

Select a single wall rim with the
approximate cross-section needed.
Cut to about 1 inch length around
a spoke hole and cut off some
excess bits (the braking surface) and
then cut the entry slot, carefully.
File it until it is beautiful. The
width across the braking surface

can be reduced by crushing the
piece in a vice. The spoke hole
serves to locate, so you need to
remove your wheel spoke and
thread it on and re-true.
When the hoop is clipped in, the
result is very solid and of course no
glue was needed. Four or five clips
are enough for a 20" wheel. Most of
the remaining build is fairly selfexplanatory from the photos, so I
won't prescribe.

Further detail to consider:

Note that the brass ferrules have
been curved slightly in a vice. Be
careful not to buckle them out of
round. They have also been
oriented adjacent to the valve
where the rim is usually lightest;

opposite the sleeve joint in the rim.
A valve access hole is not essential
because removing and replacing
the cover is simple, but whether
you can inflate the tyre with the
wheel in the frame depends
somewhat on the head of your
pump. 4mm rod is ok on rims as
small as 349 16". Spoke nipples and
frequently rim holes are usually
angled in/out slightly depending
on which side of the hub they are
connected to, so the donor rim
spoke holes need checking they are
in the best position to centre the
clip on your rim.
The D. Larrington guide is to be
found at: tiny.ly/F7v7
Howard Yeomans

by Mike Croker
A day out at Future Cycles in
East Sussex over three years ago
has proved to be quite expensive
in the long run, as it resulted in
the purchase of a Trice 'S' and,
more recently, a Raptobike
lowracer to share the very limited
space in my garage with an HPV
Grasshopper.
The lowracer I tried at Forest
Row was an Optima Baron and to
say I was smitten would be an understatement. Buying new was
out, and I never managed to find
the right second hand one, for
various reasons. A couple of years
ago, I had another short ride on
one when I shared a CTC Sunday
ride with a fellow recumbent rider
who wanted a go on my Grasshopper. The racy ride and directness
of his Baron was a sharp contrast
to the feather-bed ride on the
Grasshopper, and the search
began again.

However, at the 2008 HPV world
championships, I'd had the
pleasure of sharing the road with
Arnold and his partner on their
new Raptobikes, and even had a
brief ride on one (resulting in a
jammed chain when I tried walking
the bike in reverse with steering
lock on – very embarrassing).
Spurred on by very positive owner
reviews, and the apparent simplicity of FWD, in late 2009 I
managed to acquire a very low
mileage base model from someone
of relatively short stature, who
had apparently not really got on
with it.
Once I'd retrieved the bike from
Newport, I was reminded just how
much weight there is on the front
wheel, which can make the bike
quite difficult to manoeuvre. I now
find that picking up the rear wheel
with my right hand and holding
the bars with my left is as good a

way as any to deal with tight
spaces, but you can walk
alongside it, just 'steering' by
holding the headrest pad, which
also comes in handy (think Ryde
Pier, for example).
The basic spec. meant 8-speed
transmission (60T chainwheel and
11-32 cassette) and rim brakes;
probably OK for the Netherlands,
but not ideal for the Sussex
Downs! An initial purchase was an
11-34 cassette which, together
with a spare 46T chainwheel,
meant I could see what sort of low
gear I needed going up-hill, and
some decent pads (Kool-Stop
Salmon) for the front brake helped
with the other side of the hill. Oh,
and a full power idler cover was
also acquired. On the plus side, a
spare 24-spoke Ritchey MTB front
wheel took 0.3kg off the rear of
the bike.

Continues in printed magazine...
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by Andrew Sidwell
At first sight Flevoland looks like
a fairytale come true for cyclists.
In fact it’s more like those stories
where wishes are granted by an
evil witch disguised as a fairy. “Oh
I wish it wasn’t quite so hilly” you
mumble to yourself as you toil up a
20% gradient for the nth time. “Haha! I’ll make your wish come true!”
cackles the wicked fairy and
instantly you are transported to
Flevoland. Sure enough, the
landscape is entirely flat as far as
you can see in all directions but, as
a consequence, is also blasted continuously by gales and driving rain.
And as you pedal hypnotically
along the perfectly straight roads,
completely devoid of villages,
pubs or cake shops, the prospect
of an occasional contour begins to
seem quite attractive.
Flevoland was in fact created not
by an act of malevolent sorcery
but by Netherlands engineers
about 50 years ago by the simple
expedient of building a circular embankment in the sea and pumping

all the water out. As the most
densely populated country on
earth it seemed only natural to
make more land to live on.

However there is a strong impression that they have made much
more of the stuff than they know
what to do with and have had to
fill it up with space-wasting trivia
like golf courses, campsites,
theme parks and cycle tracks
which, of course, is why we were
there.
The Flevonice sports centre, the
main venue for Cyclevision 2011, is
quite remarkable – indeed its
publicity claims it is ‘uniek in de
wereld’. A clue to its main purpose
lies in the name (pronounced just
as in English): ice-skating. Not the
gentle pootle around a safe indoor
rink we get here but speed-skating
around a 5m wide, 5km long
circuit full of twisty turns and
long, fast straights. Skating on
frozen canals is a very popular
sport in Netherlands but because
of climate change, events like the
famous 200 km Elfstedentocht
(Eleven Cities Tour) in Friesland
are becoming harder and harder to
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stage. As naturally-occurring ice
becomes rarer so artificial substitutes like Flevonice are presumably
going to become more and more
popular. At this time of year the
skating track is 5km of cooling
tubes rather than ice, like a vast
sinewy luggage carousel. Fortunately the cycling circuit runs
alongside rather than over the
tubes and has one of the
smoothest yet grippiest surfaces
I’ve ever come across. Apparently
it’s a complete tyre-killer for trikes
and velomobiles – tee-hee…
Before getting to use the circuit
however there was the small,
though very tedious matter of a
one hour time trial at the RDW
motor test track some 10km away
near the town of Lelystad. Long
spoken of in fond terms by the
old salts of BHPC, this wasn’t
somewhere I’d been to before.
Picture an outdoor velodrome
such as Reading or Quibell then
click ‘zoom’ about 50 times. The
banking rears up, Inception-style,
into near-vertical walls towering
over the Lilliputian riders crawling
round the inner rim. While apparently quite thrilling when being
driven round at 150mph the same
could not be said of pedalling
round at 25mph. About five
minutes before the end two
storks came and perched on the
huge lamp standards along the
start/ finish straight. Sorry, should
I have been paying more attention

to the race? Star attraction of the
event was the VeloX speedbike,
built by the Human Power Team
at Delft University
(www.htpdelft.nl) for an attempt
on Sam Whittingham’s 200m
world speed record. In its first
public appearance it clocked 28.1
mph over the hour, which isn’t at
all bad for an unfaired bike (the
fairing wasn’t unveiled until the
next day). As you might have
guessed, fastest overall was Ymte
Sibrandij (39.9 mph) in a carbon
Quest velomobile. The nearmonopoly of Quests in recent
years is at last being seriously
threatened by the new Milan velomobiles from Germany
(www.milan-velomobil.de). Of
the top ten finishers in the 1-hour
four were Milans and four were
Quests. Irrespective of the data,
the slinky, pantherine lines of the
Milans make them look much
faster then the beached-whale
aesthetic of the Quests. In
response to this competition
Velomobiel.nl are now moving aggressively into the junior velomobile market. Meanwhile, back
at the track Ian Fardoe was
quickest Brit – 28.5 mph in one of
Ymte’s cast-offs

Continues in printed magazine...
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by Geoff Bird
Sunday 18th June saw the
return of Reading Velodrome to
the BHPC calendar, it having been
given a well-deserved rest by us in
2010. We arrived under a very
dark cloud - meteorological, not
metaphorical, I hasten to add!
The first thing I noticed was the
unique form of Miles Kingsbury’s
recently completed ‘Quattro’
faired quad, which is of course,
Kingsbury Yellow. Always the
original wit, I drew Miles’
attention to the remarkable resemblance between his new
creation and a Ford Anglia. It
turned out I was approximately
the 312th person to make the same
comparison. Ho hum. Within its
Anglian exterior, the Quattro
contains more ingenious engineering than the Space Shuttle,
including strut suspension with
anti-roll bars on all four corners,
front-wheel drive, custom-built
drive-train and bolt-on, interchangeable wheels. Miles’ progress
had been impeded at Monza by
too much wheel toe-change with
suspension movement, so he had
locked out the suspension until
the steering geometry has been
modified.

It was a late start, as the track was
booked for a junior training session
in the morning. I’m told a few of the
young riders stayed on afterwards
and were showing great interest in
our machines.
Our organisers for the day were
Sherri and Keith, who had not only
come all the way from the Channel
Islands, but were also foregoing

competing in order to more
smoothly organise a day’s racing for
the rest of us. Well, I say ‘us’, but I
wasn’t racing, due to another cold,
hence my transformation for the
day from keen racer to F.L.J.S. However, you can be reassured that none
of the information in this article
was garnered by phone-hacking.

Continues in printed magazine...
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